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When you pray, are you talking to a God who exists? Or is God nothing more than your "imaginary

friend", like a playmate contrived by a lonely and imaginative child? When author Sam Harris

attacked Christianity in Letter to a Christian Nation, reviewers called the book "marvelous" and a

generation of readers - hundreds of thousands of them - were drawn to his message. Deeply

troubled, Dr. Ravi Zacharias knew that he had to respond. In The End of Reason, Zacharias

underscores the dependability of the Bible along with his belief in the power and goodness of God.

He confidently refutes Harris's claims that God is nothing more than a figment of one's imagination

and that Christians regularly practice intolerance and hatred around the globe.  If you found Sam

Harris' Letter to a Christian Nation compelling, this audiobook is exactly what you need. Dr.

Zacharias exposes "the utter bankruptcy of this worldview." And if you haven't read Harris' book,

Ravi's response remains a powerful, passionate, irrefutably sound set of arguments for Christian

thought. The clarity and hope in these words will reach out to listeners who know and follow God as

well as to those who reject God.
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With The End of Reason, Ravi Zacharias has written a brief but articulate argument responding to

"the new atheists." In just under 130 pages--a read of an hour and a half--he refutes many of the

claims and charges laid against religion in general and Christianity in particular. But Zacharias's

book is not just negative, arguing against atheism, he eloquently argues for belief in God. The result



is a well-rounded, thoughtful little book and one of the best apologetic works in recent years.The

End of Reason is primarily a response to Sam Harris, author of The End of Faith and Letter to a

Christian Nation. Zacharias uses Harris as a starting point, skilfully countering not only Harris's

arguments, but also those of other well-known atheists like Richard Dawkins and Christopher

Hitchens.The book is divided into several distinct sections. To begin, Zacharias notes the particular

kind of atheist to which he is responding--those that make others "embarassed to be an atheist." He

also describes his own past as an atheist and the suicidal hopelessness to which such thought

brought him. The second and longest section describes this atheism in philosophical terms.

Zacharias outlines this worldview's stance on life's origins, the meaning of life, morality, and hope in

a painful world. In the third section, Zacharias sets out to confront and debunk a number of Harris's

specific claims, whether of Christianity's inferiority to religions like Buddhism or Jainism or that the

Christian doctrine of the virgin birth is erroneously founded on a mistranslation and the root of

Christian "anxiety about sex." Zacharias also discusses Pascal's Wager--that the fulfilment brought

by Christianity is worthwhile even if the universe turns out to be meaningless--and a number of other

major issues.

Ravi Zacharias has, as the first reviewer says, done an able job in answering Sam Harris's book

length rant against religion (mainly Christianity). Ravi, as always, writes with intelligence, keen logic,

grace and aplomb, none of which can be said about the author or book Ravi is refuting. Ravi is

perhaps uniquely gifted to apply a sharp slap in the face to the modern hostile atheist authors all the

while making it feel like a warning from a concerned wiser, older friend. As Ravi takes Harris's

atheistic tenets to their logical conclusion, he shows that atheism always has and always will lead to

a world of individualistic license, unrestrained evil, loveless existence and empty despair. Also well

done is Ravi's job of showing how whenever Harris makes a morality statement or a pronouncement

of the "evils" of religion, he has to import categories (good and evil, right and wrong) that his own

worldview has no explanation for and therefore no right to employ. Harris's whole argument against

religion has to spend borrowed moral capital from Christianity. Harris can only say and believe the

things he does because many of his presuppositions are still all too Christian.When Ravi

systematically unravels Harris's arguments (often merely unfounded assertions), one is left

wondering how Harris's book could ever have been taken seriously by a half way intelligent person

much less become a best seller. I find it amusing to watch how the "new atheists" argue for a world

of pure secular humanism with all the passion of a pack of religious zealots. As the likes of Harris,

Dawkins and Hitchens flog their rabid atheism they sound more like wild-eyed desert prophets than



anything.
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